The folio are granted permanent commission in ranks stated (July 1) —


- Pilot Off. — J. C. Hill is promoted to rank of Flying Offr. with effect from May 1, 1925, and will serve in No. 4 Sqdn., Duxford ; Lt. H. G. Owen to retain his rank is withdrawn on his enlistment in the T.A. (May 19) ; Flying Offr. H. H. Fell relinquishes his temp. commn. in the administrative branch, in the ranks stated (June 30) — FLYING OFFR. — H. Lawson, P. F. B. Topham, A. K. Cameron, P. F. Stott, A. P. Stott, M. H. Ely.

- The folio are confirmed in rank — Flying Offr. P. Smallwood is confirmed in rank (May 19) ; Lt. C. D. Willett relinquishes his rank and retires as from Cl. D2 to Cl. D1 (June 25) ; Flying Offr. I. C. G. Simpson is transferred from C. A. to C. B. (June 15).

- Reserve of Air Force Officers

- London Gazette, June 30, 1925.

- The folio are confirmed in rank — Flying Offr. P. Smallwood (June 11) ; Flying Offr. C. E. Galpin (May 19) ; Flying Lt. C. H. B. Thompson is transferred from C. D2 to C. D1 (June 25) ; Flying Offr. I. C. G. Simpson is transferred from C. A. to C. B. (June 15).

- Memoranda

- Maj. A. C. H. MacLean, C.B.E., R. Scotts, Regt. is confirmed in rank of Col., R.A.F., on retirement from the Army (June 3) ; the permission granted to Lt. G. Owen to retain his rank is withdrawn on his enlistment in the T.A. (May 19) ; Flying Offr. H. H. Fell relinquishes his temp. commn. in the administrative branch, in the ranks stated (June 30).

- HALF-YEARLY PROMOTION LIST

- The undermentioned are promoted with effect from July 1, 1925 —

- General Duties Branch


- Flying Officers to be Flying Officers — B. R. Carter, A.F.C. — M. H. Ely, F. F. Ingils


- Appointment Branch

- The following appointments in the Royal Air Force are notified —

- General Duties Branch


- Flying Officers to be Flying Officers — A. M. M. Macdonald, to R.A.F. Depot on transfer to Home Establishment — 16.6.25.

- Flying Officers to be Flight Lieutenants — H. H. White, to R.A.F. Depot on transfer to Home Establishment — 16.6.25.

- Flying Officers to be Flight Lieutenants — A. M. M. Macdonald, to R.A.F. Depot on transfer to Home Establishment — 16.6.25.


